INTRODUCTION
The Electrical resistivity surveys, including the self-potential method, have been widely adopted as a non-destructive way to assess the safety of embankments, which has proven to be effective for delineating weak zones at the core (Bergstrom, 1998; Oh and Sun, 2008; Oh, 2012; Panthulu et al., 2001; Sjodahl et al., 2002) . Abuzeid (1994) investigated the region of channel seepage, and Johansson and Dahlin (1996) applied electrical methods to monitor the seepage. Titov et al. (2000) used electrical resistivity and self-potential methods for monitoring water seepage from a reservoir. However, several difficulties made the result of interpretation to investigate the safety of the embankment by resistivity survey weird far from the true state of the material; for example, complex 3D structure of the target, low accessibility to get enough information, obscure resistivity range of the damaged material comparing to the normal state, etc. These days, effort to solve the problem of the complex 3D structure was appeared by full 3D modeling. But, although the full 3D modeling and inversion may be effective for interpretation of single exploration, it is not proper due to very long calculation time for repetitive measurements and long-term monitoring, especially seriously required in the case of safety assessment of embankment. Here, a new array, D-Lux, of electrical survey to reduce above difficulties more or less is presented. The D-Lux array substitutes the traditional point sources with line sources to detect easily any deformation within the embankment material. And for the location of the sources and potential poles, unlike the ordinary surveys placing the source and potential poles along the same line, each positive and negative line source is placed at both side of the embankment and especially the positive line source is buoyed up by upstream reservoir. Finally the potential poles are also located both slope of the embankment and the measurement is carried out to observe the voltage difference between the poles cross the embankment. Several new ways of interpretation to effectively utilize the modified array was developed and these modification to traditional array seems to mitigate the previously described difficulties in the applied field case.
METHOD AND RESULTS

D-Lux Array
The D-lux was designed to attain both the convenience and effectiveness. For the convenience, the D-Lux does not need to install the source poles on the embankment but just keep afloat on reservoir, avoiding the troublesome process of electric survey. And the application of line sources make the interpretation very convenient and simple. That is, in the case of embankment without any problem, the iso-potential line around the embankment should be parallel and vice versa. It may reduce the effort of full 3D modelling or inversion and if monitoring for an embankment is required, it would be very intuitive to find any variation with 3D way. Secondly for effectiveness, this new array effectively reuse the installed array of poles in the repetitive combination of the measurement and the installed poles may be also used for traditional in-line array measurement. Figure 1 shows the D-Lux deployment for an embankment and Figure 2 displays the measuring method between the potential poles. As displayed in Figure 2 , the measurement is a kind of modified tomography. The difference is that sources are separated and line type, and the potential poles are located on the half-space unlike the traditional tomography. From Figure  2 , the effectiveness of the method is easily expected. That is, installation of just a few potential lines are enough to figure out 3D structure of the potential distribution of the embankment.
SUMMARY
A new array, D-Lux, for effective safety assessment of embankment by electrical resistivity survey was proposed and an applied field case was presented. In the D-Lux array, a positive line source is placed on the upstream reservoir along the embankment and a negative line source is located at downstream, expecting the electric current would flow through the embankment in the perpendicular way and its equipotential lines are parallel to the embankment if the material is in normal state. The use of line source clearly brought out the horizontal variation of the material. Any anomalous region is displayed by modified tomography map measured between potential poles crossing the embankment. This approach provided an electric potential map by forward modeling that fitted the observed tomography map and may be converted into resistivity map for quantitative interpretation. In the field case, the qualitative potential map showed to infer the dominant flow of electric current and the quantitative resistivity map displayed the state of the core material 
Interpretation of the D-Lux result
Although the process of D-Lux survey seems to be similar to the traditional tomography, its result and interpretation is fundamentally different from that. Firstly, Figure 3 shows how the result of D-Lux survey may be shown. Upper figure describes how the D-Lux survey is operated and lower figure displays the way that the observed potential difference is plotted on a matrix cell. For all planes as appeared in section view of Figure 2 , this coloured matrix cell showing potential difference will be plotted. Then how we interpret this coloured matrix cell? Figure 4 shows what the matrix cell means. In the Figure 4 , upper figure shows an assumed iso-potential configuration of inner state of the embankment material to find the relation with the matrix cell given by D-Lux survey. As the line source was used, unlike the case of traditional in-line resistivity survey, there is no any geometric factor to consider. It means that the path between two potential poles used to calculate the potential difference is ignored, only if the potential poles are same line. Therefore just the potential difference cross the embankment is required. As can be expected, if the material of the embankment has homogeneous state, then the matrix should show a same color of matrix cell. But in this case of figure 4, iso-potential line is distorted and the result of potential difference will be displayed as the rectangular frame in the lower figure. If the rest of the DLux survey is performed, the resultant matrix cell will be like in the figure 4.After measurement for all the installed potential lines is finished, 3D cross potential information is obtained. Of course, processes hitherto described may provide qualitative information for the safety of embankment, but for more quantitative interpretation forward modelling and inversion may be applied. Figure 5 shows the difference between forward modelling and inversion.
Field application of the D-Lux array
The D-Lux array was applied to an earth dam in Korea, and the result by matrix cell is displayed in Figure 6 . The positive line source was buoyed up on the reservoir water. But the downstream area was dried up, so a point negative source was installed at a point relatively far from the embankment. As can be seen from figure, the matrices show some anomalous pattern. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new array, D-Lux, for effective electric survey to assess the safety of embankment was proposed. The D-Lux adopted the use of line source that makes the interpretation easier and the survey more convenient. For the interpretation of the D-Lux array, new approach was also presented. Its result may not only provide a qualitative 3D potential distribution to figure out the configuration of the current distribution but also make it possible to infer the material state by conversion into resistivity. A field case was also presented.
